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PARADIGM
Surajit Roy; MD and CEO
Surajit Roy, MD and CEO of IDBI Intech Ltd.,
India, has reached the zenith of success by
sheer dint of hard work. Privileged to have
worked for over 25 years with top industry
leaders in the technology services space, the
experience gained has honed his spectacular
leadership skills, crowning it with several
prestigious honours and awards including
the “Most Promising Business Leaders of
Asia 2020-21 for Demonstrating Exemplary
Leadership Qualities”. He has elevated the
company’s stature to a position where it has
delivered best financial results and acquired
many marquee logos.
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s a Leader, I believe success is
to create enablers for others to
grow,” says Roy, a statement
that speaks volumes of his
charismatic persona and uncompromising
stance on excellence for achieving the larger
goal in life. This thought, having multiplier effect,
is the key to delivering supreme technologyled business outcomes to customers across
industries and geographies and establishing
good business relationships that are integral
to his job profile. This graduate from Pune
University with Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering
and in Electronics, has redefined the paradigm
of progress at IDBI Intech Ltd., founded in 2000,
as a renowned technology-led digital business
transformation organization in the Banking &
Financial Services sector.
Success is a handcrafted fabric of trust,
collaboration, confidence, conviction, and
intent that together consistently maintain the
highest standards to meet your goal, according
to Surajit, who happily shares that working at
IDBI Intech has been a unique experience owing
to their strong foundation, which stands high
on prioritizing the customer and making him
win through robust pillars of innovation, agility,
strong work culture and cohesiveness. Taking
challenges to be doors that open to greater
opportunities, Surajit emphasizes, “Applying
the right Thought, Intent & Direction ensures
Disruptive Business Growth. They have become
even more relevant and important in the present
pandemic which has accelerated the businesses
to adopt digital and enhanced emphasis on
customer journeys and experience.”
A company’s values are the main
determinants of its future growth propelled
by innovation and integrity, and IDBI Intech
encompasses in its culture three traits, namely,
Integrity, Ingenuity, and Intelligence, to win
customer’s trust in all processes.
Surajit says, “We encourage and mentor our
people to embrace the culture of Collaboration,
Intent, Innovation and Value led Outcomes, which
ensures that they individually are able to build
value for themselves. This fosters a relationship
of mutual trust and value with the organization
and its customers,” adding, “Regular ideations,
collaboration, identifying and empowering
the high performers to take on outcomeled responsibilities is helping in fulfilling the

INNOVATION IS THE

I ENVISION IDBI
INTECH AS A LEADING
GLOBAL DIGITAL FINTECH
COMPANY catalyzing
digital business
transformation of clients
leading to their customer
delight and enhanced
customer experience.
This is my plan in the
next three-year horizon.
We are truly ahead in this
journey & we continue to
work to stay agile, adapt,
relevant & ahead in the
marketplace.

organizational objectives and consistently
establish a perfect culture that incorporates
both engagement and encouragement.”
At IDBI Intech, a consistent and profitable
business growth was registered every quarter
under the leadership of Surajit, who proudly
shares, “FY 21 has been the best and highest
Profitable Business Growth for IDBI Intech,
since inception as we surpassed all business
parameters of growth.” He acknowledges that
keeping agility and adaptability in the business
model have played their magic and helped them
evolve the market dynamics so that they can
always lead in the market.
Surajit, who is working towards creating the
right positioning and identity for IDBI Intech in
the marketplace to accelerate future growth
shares, “I envision IDBI Intech as a leading
Global Digital Fintech Company catalyzing digital
business transformation of clients leading to
their customer delight and enhanced customer
experience. This is my plan in the next threeyear horizon. We are truly ahead in this journey
& we continue to work to stay agile, adapt,
relevant & ahead in the marketplace.” 

BEDROCK OF GROWTH
Er. Sanjeev Agrawal, CMD

Pivotal to The Sage Group’s expansion in many fields is its mission
to stay relevant and keep pace with the aspirations of Young India
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or over four decades now educationistentrepreneur Sanjeev Agrawal has been
shaping the fortunes of the prestigious
SAGE group as its Chairman & Managing
Director. Having laboured through the early stages
of establishing a small real estate venture, Agrawal
Construction Co in 1983, many hard-earned lessons
in entrepreneurship became the bedrock of his
future endeavours.
Seriously a devotee of innovation, Sanjeev
Agrawal envisions new milestones every day. He
believes that the journey of a group isn’t confined
to a single person or family but goes beyond and is
truly the proverbial roller-coaster ride. In his view
sometimes you’ve reached a breakthrough to your
next milestone, and sometimes an assumption you
made along the way turns out to not be true and
you’ve taken two steps back.
From those early beginnings to the period over
which the Sage Group continuously grew and
evolved, it has transitioned from a real estate
company to a conglomerate touching and influencing
innumerable lives. The company’s portfolio,
apart from real estate, now includes the fields
of education and industry- and now healthcare.

Today Agrawal’s empire comprises the Agrawal
Construction Co, Sagar Group of Institutions (SIRT),
Sage International School, SAGE University Indore &
Bhopal, Agrawal Power, True Sage Foundation and
My Sage Hospital, Bhopal.
Education, he believes, is the mainstay of nationbuilding. The SAGE Group aims at delivering not only
the utmost quality of school and higher education
to the students through an interactive, learningoriented environment, world-class infrastructure,
cutting edge and well-equipped laboratories,

experienced and skilled faculty members, but
also through a holistic approach of life skills that
will groom students to face the challenges of the
industry in the years to come.
The SAGE Group marches in tune with the
changing India. Education, real estate, industry &
health care everywhere there are inspirations for
betterment and global standards for young India.
IGNITING YOUNG MINDS
Sanjeev Agrawal and his Sage Group today richly
embody the spirit of ‘Young India’ with ‘Traditional
Values’ where the mission is to build an enterprise
which serves in every sector, but more importantly
which helps the country to build a great future. For
Agrawal “Acquiring success is to inspire and ignite
young minds.”
Agrawal’s goal is to transform thousands of
dreams into reality, to empower the community, the
nation and beyond; his long-term goal is to bridge
the gap between quality and quantity and for that he
strives to expand his portfolio in businesses in the
diverse landscape of emerging human aspirations.
Being a self-made man has been centric to the
graph of his achievements and successful career
path. The other factors that have been in play are
his belief in spirituality and his faith in Avadhoot
Swami Shivananda. SAGE believes in giving back to
the society therefore the entire group is very active
in CSR activities through its True Sage Foundation.
Sanjeev Agrawal has been felicitated by a slew of
national awards and accolades by industry giants.
He was also listed amongst the “Times Men of the
year 2020” rankings by The Times of India group.
FAMILY POWER
Wife Kiran Agrawal (Chairperson of SGI & True Sage
Foundation) has stood by him as firm as a rock
throughout Sanjeev Agrawal’s journey. Emerging
as the new face of The SAGE Group is daughter
Shivani, passionate visionary and a born leader,
while the younger sibling, Sakshi, is a powerhouse
of motivation just like her father. 
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